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Golden Knights men's basketball lose to College of Charleston-see Sports, page 12 
Flori Future 
Highway Patrol honors 
3 UCF student heroes 
o A trooper found 
out he wasn't alone 
after a felon escaped 
from his clutches-
these three students 
caught him. 
by KA TIE JONES 
Managing editor 
When three students took a 
long-awaited dinner break to 
McDonald's from a night of work 
at UCF Pa'rking Services, they 
never dreamed it was going to 
turn into one of the most unfor-
gettable experiences of their 
lives. 
The students, Chris Lee, 
24, Larry Lynn, 22, and Ann 
Mulligan, 24, helped Florida 
Highway Patrol state trooper 
Danie] Davis catch a man who 
had escaped from the officer af-
ter a struggle. 
The students each received 
awards from the FHP Monday at 
a ceremony in the Board of Re-
gents Room in the Administra-
tion building. They have also re-
ceived commendation letters 
from UCF President .John Hitt 
and UCF Police Chief Richard 
Turkiewicz. 
Jim Lee, FHP, said: 
"(Davis) was all alone out there, 
or so he thought. These three -
these two men and this woman 
- came forward to help." 
Late in the evening on Nov. 
27, Lee, Lynn and Mulligan were 
leaving McDonald's and head-
ing north on Alafaya Trail in a 
parking services truck. They saw 
that a state trooper had pulled 
over a white van containing three 
men, one of whom was standing 
outside of the van with Davis. 
Davis tried to put the man 
on the ground to restrain him be-
cause he was trying to get back 
into the van. The man managed to 
crawl back to the van, dragging 
the trooper behind him. 
"When I went to handcuff 
him on the hood of my car, he 
started resisting," Davis said. 
Lee said, "When I turn~d 
around, the guy was on his hands 
and knees crawling back toward 
the van. I guess he got loose when 
the officer tried to call for help." 
When Lynn saw that Davis 
n~eded help, he radioed fQr the 
UCF Police Department to send 
an officer to the scene. 
Lynn and Lee asked Davis 
several times if he needed help. 
Eventually Davis heard them, and 
after the final struggle with the 
suspect, he screamed, "Come 
here!" 
In an instant, the suspect 
was running from the officer, and 
Lee and Lynn took off behind 
him. 
"It really seemed like the 
thing to do," · Lynn explained. 
"Not to run after him never oc-
curred to us." 
Lee and Lynn sprinted be-
hind the suspect through the Disc 
Golf Course at UCF. After Davis 
made a quick check of the area to 
search for a radio, handcuffs and a 
clip lost in the struggle, he took of 
after the suspect as well, telling 
Mulligan to watch the two men in 
the van and make sure they didn't 
leave. 
Lee said, "I assumed we 
would just run [after the suspect] 
until one of the police officers 
caught up because I didn't know if 
see HEROES, page 2 
photo/RUSS WELCH 
Parking patrollers Chris Lee, Larry Lawrence and Ann 
Mulligan stand with state trooper. Daniel Davis as they 
receive awards for helping Davis arrest a felon. 
Conto's class break crossword is back-see. p. 9 
Victims find refuge with advocate 
D UCF's victim 
advocate tells 
victims they have 
rights, especially the 
right to choose. 
by KATIE JONES 
Managing editor 
Theaverage 12-year-oldhasan 
80 percent chance of becoming the 
victim of a crime sometime during his 
or her lifetime, according to file Na-
tional Crime Victimization Survey. 
And 25 percent of Americans will 
experience violence at least three times 
during their lifetime. 
People enter life with the odds 
against them. Chances are that every-
one will experience the anger and 
frustration that goes with being a crime 
victim. 
But what's out there to help 
people whose lives are changed be-
causesomeoneelsechose to victimize 
them? 
Atthe UCFPolice Department, 
Mary Ann McCunn is there to help 
people on their journey to recovery. 
From her days dealing with 
DUI manslaughter cases while work-
ing for Mother's Against Drunk Driv-
ing to her current job as UCF' s victim 
advocate, McCunn has dedicated her 
life to helping the victims of crime. 
'There is no set recipe of what 
we can provide here. We provide 
whatever we can to assist that person 
see ADVOCATE, page 3 
Muslim Student Association celebrates 
holy month with colorful library display 
by OMAR DAJANI 
Staff writer 
Muslims worldwide today 
begin observing Ramadan, the ho-
liest month of the year, which 
celebrates the beginning of the 
1400-year-old religion. In prepa-
ration for the e"ent, the Muslim 
Student Association at UCF dis-
played a colorful tapestry of Is-
lamic calligraphic inscriptions and 
Arab paintings by the entrance to 
library. 
Islam is an Arabic word 
which means "acceptance to the 
teaching and guidance of God." It 
is not ritualistic in nature, but 
rather emphasizes the intentions 
and actions of a person. Although 
sometimes perceived as violent, 
Islam emphasizes consensus, 
peaceful relations between com-
munities, and education as the 
foundation of any prosperous and 
successful society. 
Islam began around 610 
A.D., where tradition says 
Muhammad, a 40-year-old mer-
chant from Arabia,_received rev-
elations from God through an an-
gel called Gabriel. Those revela-
tions, or Suras, eventually totalled 
114 and are what make up the 
Koran, the Islamic Holy Book. 
The display gives "UCFfac·-
ulty and students a glimpse of the 
rich tradition of Islamic art, civi-
lization and culture, " said Dr. 
Ernest Gibbs, faculty adviser of 
the MSA and assistant professor 
of economics. Gibbs, who ac-
ceptedislam after graduating from 
college, explained that the goal of 
MSA was to build bridges and 
promote harmony between stu-
dents who come from diverse eth-
nic and religious backgrounds. 
Corina Henriquez, a liberal 






display: "I've never seen Islamic 
art before. It's beautiful and inter-
esting in a different way." 
Vinnie Tieche, a political 
science major, said he appreci-
ated how the art and inscriptions 
were "very symmetrical and pro-
portional. It's not rough and 
blackish like Roman art." Tieche 
added, "the display presents Is-
lam in a peaceful and artistic side 
rather than the violent side it is 
always portrayed." 
When Islam was created, 
Muhammad instructed Muslims 
to refrain from expressing their 
religious commitment through 
icons or idols. The goal was to 
insure that worshippers concen-
trate on the tenants and teachings 
of the religion, rather than get 
distracted by the splendor and el-
egance of statues and artistic de-
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Think you're talented? Prove it. 
Write the news. Call the Future at 
823-8192 turned into steak marinara? 
Ask for Dave 
Community Bio-Resources, Inc. 
~ /~, UntilRoboIB 
•. ··"-1:.:·•\ ·~~lr replace humans ... 
:· 'i;:.~ ~ _,_ .. your plasma will 
\{·~·~· ~ alwavs be needed. 
,Ir~ YOU KN~W? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. 
THE PLASMA YOU DONA TE HELPS: 
• Patients in shock , Accident Victims 
• Pmvide intrav~nous fluids· • Provide clotting factors 
for bums, surgery, or for hemophiliacs 
treatments of illness • New Reasearch on life 
threatening dise~ses 
You can earn over $100 per month. 
"We would like to compensate you for your 
time when giving the gift of life" 
$25 UPON ·COMPLETION EF FIRST DONATIPN 
Call for information and/or appointment 
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, FL 32805 




USE OF YOUR ··· 
TAX REFUN.D 
I ' • 
IN 3 DAYS* 
D Pulitizer prize 
winning poet Maxine 
Kurmin spoke at 
UCF last week. 
by OLIVIA CURNOW 
Contributing writer 
Poems about subjects rang-
ing from sex misinformation to a 
funeral procession of animals pay-
ing their respects to George Ber-
nard Shaw have earned Maxine 
Kumin the title of a prize-winning 
poet. 
Winner of the 1973 Pulitzer 
Prize and the 1994 Poets' Prize, 
Kumin was hosted by UCF' s 
World Writers Series on Jan. 25. 
She was the last writer of the se-
ries. She read her works in the 
Visual Arts auditorium as the au-
dience sat in silence and in awe of 
her words. 
"A positive perspective to-
. wards nature was very inspira-
tional," said Brian Upton, a UCF 
student who attended the reading. 
Many of Kumin's poems are 
about animals such as bears, kan-
garoos, liorses, and manatees. 
"Yo'u Are In Bear Country" is 
somewhat of a lesson on how to 
react around bears. She suggests 
that "running is a poor choice.'' 
"In The Park," picks up 
where· the last poem left- off, ··is 
also humorous and has a hint of 
religion. Although many of her 
poems are light-hearted, some tend 
to be more on the serious side. 
"Thoughts On Saving The Mana-
tee" explains the process of a 
manatee's life in Florida: They 
swim up St. John's River and · 
"stay to choke on our discards" 
such as metal pop tops and fishing 
lines. She humorously offers the 
suggestion of turning them into 
"steak marinara." 
However, she does take the 
abuse of animals seriously. As a 
vegetarian, Kumin hopes to teach 
others about the inhumane ways 
animals are often treated. She de-
scribes the treatment as "a living 
hell" and tries to express these 
thoughts through her poetry. 
Some of her works are in-
spired by family and her child-
hood. For instance, her dream of 
becoming an Olympic swimmer 
inspired "Morning Swim," and 
"Birthday Poem" was written for 
her mother's 82nd birthday. It 
describes what Kumin thought 
birth was as a child. On a sadder 
note, she carries on her brother's 
memory, who passed away in 
1980, in ''Out Of The Body Trav-
eled." 
So, how does she become 
inspired for her other poems? 
"I try to (write poems) in the 
morning because that's when I 
have~ the most brain cells," she 
explained. 
Kumin has an upstairs bed-
room in her New Hampshire farm-
house which serves as her writing 
room. The walls are covered with 
posters, and the room overlooks 
horse pastures. But that isn't her 
only place of inspiration. 
"The most private place on 
earth is an airport," says Kumin. 
."You're totally anonymous ... I've 
started many poems o·n the backs 
of boarding passes." 
_After her readings on 
Wednesday night, many admirers 
asked her to autograph books she 
had written. She went as far as 
· "blessing" a young girl's neck-
lace and also talked politics with 
her fans. Some even expressed 
how her poems reminded them of 
their own memories. 
An elderly couple with 
gleaming eyes commented on how 
the poetry "brought back memo-
ries of our honeymoon." Many of 
_those who weren't familiar with 
her poetry were impressed with 
her works. 
"Even though I'm not a fan 
of poetry, her writings were inter-
esting because they were comi-
cal," said Brian Thomason, a UCF 
student who attended the reading. 
Kum in' s better known 
works include Nurture, Our 
Ground Time Here Will Be Brief, 
and Women~ Animals, and Veg-
etables. 
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TAX PREPARATION l!Jl!l!!!!!!!Sf/.;/llJ.Z~/:_~-:::.:.. - · ---' 'When [the suspect] real-
~· .. - " ~ -ized we were right behind him, he 
we got to the west side of Alafaya, 
Larry had gotten up behind him 
and shoved him in his shoulder. 
He lost his balarice, and he 
sprawled out on the sidewalk.and 
the dirt." 
249-2242 "'~ · · , --. · took~ ; dden right and ran across 
(ACROSS FROM UCF) 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES 
12295 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 
(BY JACKSON HOLE) 
six lanes of Alafaya Trail. When 
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' 63 hours of live instruction 
' four full-length diagnostic exams 
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One 16" Large Pizza 
w/ one topping 
\ $7.50 
I 
L _P~~q.:_ct:e~n _:':_:~p:n _ _J 
I 
ROJO'S 
NEw Y O RK STYLE P 1zz .:... 
. 281 - IlOJO \7656) 
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1Jefivery Specia[ 
2 18" EXTRA LARGE PIZZA 
w/1 topping $17.50 
L ____________ .J 
ROTO'S 
N Ew YoR1(STYLE P1ZZA 
281- ROJO (7G~G ) 
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LUNCrH SPECIAL 
New Uaked Ziti 
w/ meatball & beverage 
AND 
3 bread sticks only 
$5.50 
L------------.J 
Lights from several UCF 
Police cars could be seen heading 
through campus, but for a few 
nerve-wracking seconds, Lee and 
Lynn were the only two guarding 
the suspect. 
"We cornered him between 
the trees and us and told him not 
to get up. He put his hands on his 
head, curled up on his knees and 
said he wouldn't run anymore," 
added Lee. 
Da'lis caught up with the 
trio, handcuffed the suspect, and 
he was transported back to the 
scene in a UCF Police Officer's 
patrol car. 
"If it hadn't been for them, 
[the suspect] would probably have 
been gone before I got him," ex-
plained Davis. 
The suspect, who was origi-
nally pulled over by the trooper 
because of a mjnor traffic viola-
tion, had an outstanding felony 
warrant out for his arrest because 
of a juvenile custody order. 
Turkiewicz summed up the 
ordeal saying, "These three are 
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Mccunn gives victims a sense of control Graphic arts group 
makes IMPACT at UCF 
was going, who she 
would be wi~, and 
he controlled all as-
pects of her life. 
The verbal 
abuse turned physi-
cal as he eventually 
started pushing and 
shoving·her. 
McCunn said 
that many times one 
event will be the trig-
ger that makes a per-
son seek help. 
She explained 
that one day the man 
shoved the woman . 
down on a public 
street. When a pass-
photo/WELCH erbyinacartooktime 
Victim Advocate Mary Ann Mccunn out of his day to ask 
ADVOCATE, from page 1 
as. they go through their journey of 
healing," she said. 
McCunn does everything from 
crisis intervention, where she is avail-
able 24 hours a day year roqnd, to 
telling victims what to expect if they 
decide to prosecute their case through 
the criminal justice system. 
She explained that some parts 
of the criminal justice system, such as 
when a trial is postponed, can make 
people feel like victims again if they 
don't know what to expect. 
McCunn said the crime she 
sees the most victims come to her for 
is relationship and dating violence. 
She recalled a case where a 
UCF student had a long term relation-
ship with a man who verbally abused 
her. He always asked her where she 
herifshewasallright, 
the woman decided 
to seek help with UCF' s victim advo-
cate program. 
"A person is beat down long 
before they are beat up," saidMcCunn, 
quoting a phrase that she said best 
summarizes abusive relationships. 
She said the main reasons vic-
tims do not receive help is that they 
often feel guilty and responsible for 
what happened to them. She added 
that people also may fail to seek help 
because they are embarrassed and 
don't want it made public. 
''It's areal misconception that 
in order to receive victim services that 
you have to file a police report," she 
said. 
McCunn encourages people to 
file reports, which are public record, 
so the perpetrator can be caught, but 
Islamic art should .remind you 
of the creator, Gibbs sq.ys 
DISPLAY, from page 1 
pictions. 
But as the religion grew in 
the 11th century to encompass 
societies from Spain to China, it 
became increasingly difficult to 
keep the lid on architectural and 
artistic expressions of spirit and 
religion. 
The Abbasid caliphs, the 
rulers of the vast Musli_m empire, 
eventually gave into the pressure 
and allowed the free expression of 
religious values in paintings and 
calligraphic inscriptions on the 
walls of Mosques. Added Gibbs, 
"When you look at Islamic cal-
ligraphy, tilework and architec-
ture, it should always remind you 
of the creator." 
The month of Ramadan 
lasts for 30 days, after which 
Muslims celebrate the holiest day 
of tl:te year, known :as Eid-El-
. Adha. 
Police offer reward 
for arrest of vandal 
The University of Cen- and 4:30 a.m. Jan. 16, some-
tral Florida one pushed 
Police De- down several 
partmentisof- poles, causing 
fering a re- over $1,500 in 
ward for in- damage. 
formation If anyone 
leading to the has infonnation 
arrestandcon- on the crime, 
viction of the they can call 
person or per- Det./Sgt. Randy 
son1;; who re- Mingo at 823-
cently dam- 6433 orthe UCF 
aged light Police Depart-
poles on Cen- ment at 823-
tral Florida 5555. 
Boulevard. Callers may remam 
Between 10 p.m. Jan. 13 anonymous. 
she does not require it. All her services 
are confidential if the.victim chooses. 
McCunn is not the first victim 
advocate at the UCF Police Depart-
ment, however. 
Sgt. Tom Gorbas, crime pre-
vention co-ordinator, said that UCF 
has had someone to work with victims 
since 1984, but explained that not much 
was done with the position because it 
was sm~h a new field. He added that it 
wasn't until Sgt. Sandra McClendon 
took over the crime prevention unit in 
1989thatthevictimadvocateprogram 
started to become strong. 
''I try to promote what Mary 
Ann does because people need to real-
ize that the servi~e is available. People 
justdon'tknow aboutitandI wouldn't 
want them to lose cut on this help," he 
said. 
Therewere65peoplewhochose 
to seek help with Mccunn. last year, 
with cases ranging from incest to ha-
rassing phone calls to kidnapping. Stu-
dents, faculty and staff can all receive 
help, and can be referred to a police 
agency or victim advocate in their 
town if they chose notto go through the 
UCF Police Department. 
McCunn said that one of the 
most important things she can do for 
a victim is show them they have the 
ability to choose and regain their 
self-control. 
"We can't make it go away. 
We can't solve it and we can't pre-
vent it from happening again, but 
what we can do is let (the victim) 
know that they have rights and op-
tions and that we will give them the 
right to choose in their journey to-
ward h~aling," she said. 
by KATIE JONES 
Managing editor 
Aspiring artists may have 
trouble getting their first job, espe-
cially if it entails designing a poster 
that could be seen by over 20,000 
people. 
A group of graphic artists at 
UCF didn't have that problem. When 
the UCFPoliceDepartment's Victim 
Advocate program needed artists to 
design a poster 1n a new advertising 
campaign, it didn't go to professional 
graphic design firm, it went straight to 
IMPACT,UCF'sgraphicdesignclub. 
IMP ACT was re-activated at 
UCF last semester. It currently has 
about 20 members, and for most of 
them, it was their first time designing 
a poster for such a large audience. 
Club president Stephanie 
Howard said that designing the poster 
was a great experience for the club 
members who participated in the 
project. 
Mary Arin Mccunn, OCF' s 
victim advocate, said she explained to 
theclubwhatitfeels like to bea victim 
and hoped the sign would show the 
. feeling of confusion. 
"Stephanie was realiy able to 
convey that in graphic form," she said 
Howardsaid, "Wewentoverto 
somelxxly' s house who had a com-
puter and brainstormed for about an 
hour." 
Susan Peacock, club secretary, 
exglained that McCunn explained to 
FREEDOM~ M-il 
the group that the victim advocate 
program was a place to go when 
someone needs help, but doesn't nec-
essarily want to go to the police. 
''When we were in there brain-
storming, somehow the directional 
sign came up because [victims] don't 
kno\\'. where to go or what to do," she 
said. 
The poster shows a pole with 
many directional signs on it, resem-
bling the sign on the television show 
M*A *S*H, which showed the dis-
tances to the characters' home towns. 
The words "Do you know where to 
go?" are printed across the top of the 
poster with the phone number for the 
UCF Police Department and Victim 
Advocate across the bottom. 
McCunn said, "You may just 
pass by two or three times, but if a 
person is feeling inside that they don't 
know where to go, they might write 
down the phone number." 
She said the poster, which 
was designed to promote UCF vic-
tim services, was an example of 
partnerships at UCF. The Police 
Department paid for the printing 
costs and the Campus Activities 
Board will handle campus distribu- · 
ti on. 
Peacock said thatanyonecan 
join IMPACT, but she explained 
that it is more like a study group 
than most clubs. She said that club 
members tour graphic design busi-
nesses, printers and participate in 
other art-oriented activities. 
FROM ~ O INq 
L . . --::. A SMOKING CESSATION CLINIC 
SCHEDULE OF SESSIONS 
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·- R•--~-- !.-·--·--- - ---- ·· ·--• •• -··-! 
ON THE ROAD ·TO FREEDOM 
! Understand your habit: recording cigarettes 
~ Heal1;;h effects of smoking 
."? Build ing motivation to quit 
WANTING TO QUIT 
· ~ 'Why Do You Smoke" Test 
~'; f3cr-Jin small grnups rind IJUddir.!-; · 
~ Triggers and alterna tive coping str·a t cgies -·your plan of ac t ion i 
I 
QUIT NIGHT 
'~ Reconf irming decision to quit 
.:.:=:, P8nel of ex·smoker·s 
.:.'-:, Help and surport; cont.mets and rewards 
WINNING STRATEGIES 
~ l/v'it:hd1-,1w;il symptoms ;ind [7r.11cfits of quitting 
·''""' 'l-8-hour rcpor·t. 
-'"::: Rclfl)\f'l t..ion skills 
~, Learn t;o asser t. yourself 
THE NEW YOU 
~ Lifesr.ylc change'; 
~' Exercise and Weight. Cont.ml 
~ Social situations· 
- ~' Introduction of Maintenance 
STAYING OFF 
~ More r·elaxation and exercise 
'"!:' Coping strategies 
~ New self-image 
LET'S CELEBRATE 
'~"'? Lifestyle shifts 
-=!: Evc1luation of pwgr·am 
~ Graduation and celebr·ation 
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College professor's book 'The Gay 100' incites critics 
by MARCO BUSCAGLIA 
College Press Service 
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. -
When V assarCollegeprofessor Paul 
Russell was asked to write a book 
listing the 100 most influencial ho-
mosexual of aII time, he knew right 
away he' d have his critics. 
"I expected to encounter some 
hostility," he says. "People hear the 
word 'gay,' and they immediately 
have their own notion of what it 
means, and to picture a lot of these 
people in the situations they have in 
their head, they just can't do it." 
Still, Russell, a professor of 
English and gay and lesbian studies 
at Vassar, decided to take up the 
task. 
"I wanted to list people in 
terms of the evolution of gay and 
lesbian identity from ancient times 
up to the present," Russell says. 
''People told me that wasn't fair, 
thatgaynessdidn'texistasweknow 
it back in ancient history. That's 
true. But neither did heterosexual 
marriages, and we don't discredit 
them. I was interested in compiling 
a list that was based on influence on 
the overall identity of a gay person, 
and there are people throughout his-
tory who have helped further that 
development." 
Russell began with a list of 
about 500 people and was able to 
whittle it down to 125 by some 
studies of each person. He then did 
expensive research on his revised 
list, finally coming up with the top 
100. 
Russell's book, "The Gay 
100" (Citadel Press, $24.95), is part 
of a series of "l 00" books b)' the 
same publisher, but different au-
thors. The books list the 100 most 
influential men and women of all 
time, the I OOmostinfluential blacks 
and the 100 most influencial Jews. 
'Plans are already underway for 
books listing scientists and femi-
nists. 
Russell's list has some names 
you might expect, such as Osc¥ 
Wilde, Walt Whitman, Gertrude 
Stein and Harvey Milk; and some 
you might not, such as William 
Shakespeare, St. Augustine, Emily 
Dic~nson and Madonna. Some you 
NOW! 
might not recognize, like Magnus 
Hirschfeld and John Addington 
Symonds. 
''I tried to weigh a number of 
factors," says Russell, who ranked 
Socrates as the most influencial ho-
mosexual of all time. "I was most 
concerned with the impact these 
people had on others." 
The source of that impact 
ranges from the literature of Gertrude 
Stein, which painted lesbian rela-
tionships in a tender and realistic 
fashion, to the media manipulation 
of Madonna, which Russell says 
brought many gay icons and prac-
tices into the mainstream. 
"While her sexual orientation 
may be known only be her, it can be 
argued that Madonna was a major 
influence on the social perspectives 
of a lot of today's young adults," 
Russell says. "Voguing was exclu-
sive to black gay clubs in New York 
City. After Madonna, 9-year-old 
boys and 7-year-old girls were go-
ing it in their living room to videos 
on MTV." 
In addition to literary and 
philosophical figures, Russell says 
he felt it was important to add those 
people who had a major, 1f not well-
known, influence on gay culture. 
The aforementioned Magnus 
Hirschfeld and John Addington 
Symonds are good examples, 
Russell says, of largely unknown 
historical figures. 
HirschfeW campaigned for 
gay right in Germany. In addition to 
writing several essays and studies 
on gay behavior. Hirschfeld pro-
duced the first gay film, "Anders als 
die Andem," . before his German 
Gay Emancipation Movement was 
halted by the Nazis. 
Symonds was a major factor 
in the British homosexual move-
ment in the late 1800s, writing sev-
eral pamphlets on the instances of 
.homosexuality in ancient Greek cul-
ture, as well as on the repression of 
the gay community in the Christian 
era. 
RusseIIknows, however, that 
he's not being discussed in aca-
demic circles simply because he 
included figures such as Stein, 
Hirschfeld and Symonds. It's the 
inclusion of Augustine, Emily 
Dickinson and Eleanor Roosevelt 
that are raising the most eyebrows. 
''Everything that I used as the 
basis for my list can be found in the 
library," Russell says. "Part of the 
reason I'm not outing anyone is be-
cause everything I wrote can be found 
in other sources. Augustine wrote 
about his early homosexual affairs 
in his confessions; Dickinson wrote 
a number of passionate letters to 
Susan Gilbert that were destroyed 
by her daughter for no reason; and 
it's well documented that Roosevelt 
socialized in the lesbian circles." 
Still, Russell admits that his 
extensive research is usually not 
enough to satisfy the majority of his 
angry critics. "I was doing an inter-
view with National Public Radio, 
and this woman who was furious 
about Eleanor Roosevelt called," he 
says. "It was almost like she was 
disappointed that Roosevelt could've 
been a lesbian, like she wouldn't 
have had the same respect for her if 
she was." 
"It goes to prove there's still a 







RICHMOND, Va. - The 
South Carolina state-funded mili-
tary school, The Citadel, argued in 
federal appeals court Monday that it 
should not be forced to admit women 
to its traditionally all-male student 
body. 
The Citadel accepted Sharon 
Faulkner more than two years ago 
for its pretigious program, but with-
drew the acceptance once it found 
out she was a woman. 
A federal court judge ruled in 
July 1994thatthe 152-year-oldmili-
tary academy must admit Faulkner 
to its all-male cadet corp. 
The school has appealed that 
ruling. 
In arguments before the U.S. 
4th Circuit Court of Appeals in Rich-
mond, Citadel lawyers argued the 
school's single-gendermilitary pro-
gram was justified and that it al-
ready has plans to for an alternative 
program for women away from its 
campus. Faulkner's lawyers coun-
tered that a separate but equal plan is 
not equal. 
The three-judge panel is ex-
pected to rule in the coming weeks. 
They are the same justices who ruled 
Faulker could attend The Citadel as 
a civilian student, making her the 
first woman ever to take day classes 
with the male cadets. 
One of the judges, Paul 
Niemeyer, wrote the ruli ng opinion 
earlier this month that allowed the 
Virginia Military Institute to estab-
lish a separate military program for 
women at a private women's col-
lege. · 
Virginia Military Institute is 










HOUSTON - Texas's 
first double execution since 1950 
was scheduled for early Tuesday 
when two convicted killers are 
scheduled to die by lethal injec-
ti on. 
Clifton Russell, 33, and 
Willie Williams, 38, were set to 
be executed in that order about 
one-half hour apart at the state 
prison in Huntsville shortly after 
midnight. 
"We· do anticipate that 
both (executions) will go for-
ward," Texas Attorney General's 
office spokesman Ward Tisdale 
said. 
Tisdale said the timing is 
a coincidence as execution dates 
are set in Texas by individual trial 
judges. 
Russell and Williams 
have appeals for a reprieve pend-
ing before the Supreme Court. But 
Williams' s lawyer, Marjorie Bell, 
said her client's chances of a stay 
are "very slim." 
If the e.xecutions proceed, 
Texas will be the only state be-
sides Arkansas to conduct a mul-
tiple execution since the Supreme 
Court restored the death penalty 
· in 1976. 
Arkansas held two mul-
tiple executions last year, with 
two convicted killers put to <lea.th 
on May 11 and three others on 
Aug. 3. 
Texas leads the United 
States in executions since 1976, 
with 87, but has never executed 
more than one con vi ct on the same 
day since switching to lethal in-
jection in the 1970s. 
Texas's last multiple ex-
ecution occurred on April 5, 1950, 
when two condemned ki11ers died 
in the state's electric chair. Five 
convicts were executed on the first 
day of the Texas electric chair's 
use Feb. 8, 1924. 
Russell was convicted of 
the December 1979 robbery and 
murder of 41-year-old Hubert 
Tobey in Abilene, Texas. Tobey, 
an air traffic controller, was found 
dead outside an abandoned house. 
He had been stabbed repeatedly 
and his head crushed with a rock. 
Russell and an accom-
plice, William Battee, were ar-
rested in New Mexico driving 
Tobey's car. Battee testified 
against Russell and is serving a 
60-year prison sentence. 
Williams was condemned 
to die after pleading guilty to the 
October 1980 murder of Claude 
Schaffer during the robbery of a 
Houston delicatessen. 
h.ccording to lawyers for 
William's accomplice, Joseph 
Nichols, Williams returned to the 
store after the robbery and shot 
Schaffer who was crouching be-
hind a counter. 
Nichols is also on death 
row for the crime. 
THE U.C.F. CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD ANNOUNCES: 
C.A.B. Board Position Applications 
· 1oolcing for a little 
ADVINTURI 
in lifefff 
Here's your cltancefff 
Now Accepting Applications fo.r: 
*Student D~rector 
*Assistant ·Student Director 
~Cinema D.irector 
~ - , 
*Concert Director 
*Cultural Arts Direcior 
*Pop.:.lar Entertainment Director 
-*Public Relations Director 
*Graphic Design Co.ordinator 
*Speakers Director 
·*Special Events Director 
*Spectacular Knights Director 
*Video Productions D.irector . 
' - . 
*Volunteer UCF . Director 
Applications available at the Student Center 
·Main Desk or at any CAB sponsored event. · 
Application Deadline: 4:30 p.m. ~a~ch 3, 1995 
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GIVE YOUR MEDICAL CAREER 
A BRIGITT RJllJRE: AIR FORCE. 
Become a commissioned officer in the Air Force 
and add a we.alth of opportunities to your future. 
Physician, nurse, physical therapist, psycholo-
gist-regardless of your specialization-you can 
find outstanding medical opportunities in the 
Air Force. 
Most importantly, you'll work with dedicated 
medical professionals in an environment where 
the patient's needs-not the costs of treatment-
come first. You can apply for continuing educa-
tional assistance to advance your skills and 
background. And receive excellent compensa-
tion and benefits as an Air Force officer. 
You'll also serve an important mission with oth-
ers like you, who realize that a bright medical 
future begins with the Air Force. Call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF .;;;;;. ;;;;;;;;:m. 
----- iii... --- -............................... ~ ......... ... ..................... ~~r .. _ 
=----~-::-- ~ 
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Black history month 
is nothing but token 
representation 
Well, in case any of you missed all the hype, February kicks 
off Black History Month. The one month out of the year that the 
federal government, (from now on referred to as 'The Man,") 
in its infinite wisdom, decides to pay homage to our black 
ancestors. For most ofus, though, it's just another month - the 
shortest month of the year, to be exact. Obviously, it's just 
another trick by The Man to put down Black History. 
In all seriousness, though, who does The Man think he's 
kidding? In the past years that Black History Month has been 
around, outside of individual endeavors begun by African-
Arnericans, it's really just a joke. Maybe 10 or 20 years from 
now, when Black History Month has grown to have the massive 
following of, say, Arbor Day, there'll be more publicity sur-
rounding it. 
Fade in - ''In honor of Black History Month and our 
African-American ancestors, Burdines is proud to announce 
our 'Back to Black Sale,' where we're going to be slashing the 
prices of all our black outerwear by 50 percent! " 
Or, perhaps, maybe it would be better if every month The 
Man honored a minority. There are Hispanic Americans, 
Native Americans, Asian Americans, Jewish Americans, Ho-
mosexual Arnercians, Muslim Americans, Hindu Americans, 
Mormon Americans, Jehovah Witness Americans, Southern 
Baptist Americans. There could always be a generic National 
Minority Americans Month, where anyone who feels op-
pressed by The Man can celebrate. 
Before any hate mail arrives here, continue reading. 
The concept of attempting to remember the accomplish-
ments of an entire race for one month out of the year is 
outrageous and indicative of the typeof"them or us" attitude that 
seems to be so prevalent Apparently, Americans aren't intelli-
gent enough to actually learn about more than one race at a time. 
(Especially among the double-wide communities, this is the 
case.) 
As for what can be done about·this, though; the question is 
a difficult one. Granted, for a long time the history of minority 
Americans has been swept under the rug. Black History Month 
is just a feeble attempt by The Man to throw a bone to the 
African-Americans in the hope that they will accept their token 
victory and leave Hirn alone. 
Black History Month should be viewed in the context of 
exactly what it is: Simply a ploy by the government to make it 
seem as if they actually care about minorities. By delineating 
black history from the history of other races, It causes people to 
view black history underadifferent, probably more questioning 
spotlight. It should simply be accepted as fact, like American 
history and World history. 
Chad Brunner 
Opinion editor 
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PARTY 
Angel trumpets herald irresponsible reporting 
Orange County, in its infinite wisdom, has moved with 
record speed to draft measures to limit the availability of 
Central Florida's most despicable threat: Angel Trumpets. 
That's right, Angel Trumpets. Smooth move. 
The story began several months ago when the media hit 
upon what would be the first of many reports of teens 
experiencing serious medical complications from the inges-
tion of Angel Trumpets - a common plant, and, might I add, 
a beautiful adornment to some of the area's older homes. 
It seems someone got the bright idea to ingest leaves and/ 
or stems for their hallucinogenic effects. Don't look now, but 
this could be a case of the dreaded stupidity virus. Anyway, 
said teen ended up in the ER, and the media got hokJ of it. 
It wasn't long before it happened again. Of course, this is 
big news. Really big news. We see reporters live, on location, 
with one of those damnable deadly plants. That's when the 
Pat Fox 
FUTURE COLUMNIST 
If reporters were so bent on dis~ouraging the use, why 
didn't someone, anyone, say "Well you know, Jane Doe 
wound up in the ER after drinking tea made _from just three 
leaves ... " At least then, by George, someone hell-bent on 
trying the stuff could have adjusted the dosage! What about 
the other side effects? No, they made it sound like free PCP. 
Did we hear any doctors say, "Weli, you know, Jane's urinary 
tract w~ partially dissolved, and she'll be on a kidney ma-
chine the rest of her life?" Or, ''There's a hole in her stomach 
ihe size of a quarter; we have to do surgery." That may have 
irresponsibility comes --------------------------- been a bit of a de-
in. 
Picture this: The 
reporter starts, " ... yet 
another teen was 
treated last night as a 
result of the poison-
ous .angel trumpets. 
[Jane Doe] was 
Lef s face it, touting a drug's potential 
dangetS will never prevent its use. If it did, no 
one would use cocaine, no one· would drink 
and drive and no one would smoke. 
terrent. 
Angel trum-
pets are from the, 
Datura family 
aren't they? You 
know, night-
shade, bella-
brought to the hospital.Jast night suffering from severe hallu-
cinations, convulsions ... (Teen listeners hear - 'Intense trip.') 
and shortness of breath after she drank a tea made from the 
leaves .. : (Teen listeners hear, 'Here's how.') of this plant 
(Teen listeners hear, 'Looks like this, dude.'), found in yards 
everywhere (Teen listeners hear, 'FREE.'). 
It should have been no big surprise when suddenly there 
were several more overdoeses. And, just as quickly, the media 
jumped on it. Same story, different day: Live, from another 
back yard near you. Teens, in case you missed the photos last 
night, we'll show them .here again in a few minutes. Hey 
Harry, how about a close up? We want to make sure everyone 
can identify the plant. 
Reporters, parents and officials from all walks were on the 
warpath. This was a horrible thing. A threat to our youth. Got 
to do. something. Got to fix it. Absolutely must educate these 
kids so this won't happen again. -
Well folks, there's a right way, a wrong way and Jots of 
ways in between, but I honestly think no one got anywhere 
close to the right way. Let's face it, touting a drug's potential 
dangers wil1 never prevent its use. Never. If it did, no one 
would use cocaine, no one would drink and drive and no one 
would smoke. So, that is a useless endeavor. Second dumb 
move. We should have assumed that the publicity would 
encourage curiosity, which it did, and should have desigr.
1
1ed 
our best shot on that basis. Think like the experimenter would. 
Not too many people go out, buy a few grams of coke, take 
it home and say, "Gee, I don't know how much of this stuff to 
take. Oh wen, let me just stir a couple of teaspoons in some 
water and chug it." So, what's the difference here? DOSAGE! 
Did you even once hear ANY of the reporters mention a 
dosage? NO! Now, that'sjustplain dumb. 
donna? There's 
no doubt of some noteworthy hazard, if only someone who 
actual1y knew something were asked. 
·No botanists were interviewed. No discussion of what 
kind of chemicals we're talking about - only advertising 
"FREE HALLUCINOGENS - YOURS FOR THE PICK-
ING." That's worse than dumb; that's irresponsible. 
It was in the news for months. Same story over and over 
again. The other night when I heard the announcement about 
Orange County's move was the first time I heard any botanist 
mention the fact that this .isn't the only common plant with 
serious effects. At the same time I was rolling my eyes at the 
"measure," I said my thanks to someone who finally noted that 
angel trumpets aren't the only poisonous plants around and 
certainly not deserving of some special legal status. 
Geez! If we could get this kind of reaction to any REAL 
problem, it would restore our faith in government. 
Getting back to this stupidity thing, let's get someone from 
the media to implore us, "Folks, don't go out in the back yard 
and eat the plants." God. That's almost as stupid as having to 
educate the American public to cook chicken thoroughly! 
How damn dumb have we gotten? Just to make sure you got 
it, DON'T GO INTO THE BACK YARD AND EAT 
PLANTS! There are all kinds of nasty stuff out there. 
If you wanttoexperiment with plants, then go to the library 
or the bookstore or a health food store and get a book on herbs. 
There are all kinds of herbs with psychological effects that are 
safe. Look them up! 
In the mean time, don't eat the Angel Trumpets, don'teat 
the Nightshade, don't munch on the Pointsettias, no tea from 
the Oleanders, no sucking on the Dumb Cane, and by the way, 
Orange County, better get busy and pass similar measures for 
all of these plants too. 
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The future of conservatives and liberals in the America of the future 
Well, Time magazine this week revealed their"Stateofthe 
Nation" polls, showing what's going on out there and where 
we' re headed. So, in the rich history of such psychics as Jeanne 
Dixon, I will give you my estimates on where we'll all be after 
the tum of the century. Granted, I refuse to exclude my own 




predictions are provided that the world doesn't come to an end starve here in Newtworld), middle management and other less 
in the year 2000. important jobs will vanish, paving the way form ore hours and 
Just as a side note, the year 2000 really has no meaning. In less pay. Those few able to pay for the hundreds of thousands 
actuality, Christ's birth has been estimated somewhere around ofaoJlars needed to educate themselves, since the financial aid 
own law, and the ban is lifted on all types of assault weapons, 
including semi-automatic, fully-automatic and small tactical 
nuclear devices. 
Prediction 7) The public education system will crumble 
and be replaced by a private one, funded by corporations and 
businesses. Companies find public education an excellent 
way of teaching children what to think and what ;iroducts to 
buy. "So you can see class, oil spills, in the long run, actually 
help the environment by allowing it to adapt to new sce-
narios." 
5-8 AD, meaning that the second millennium wouldn't offi- system will be revoked, will become doctors and lawyers to Prediction 8) With theend of public health care, all doctors 
cially end until after 2005 AD. Just something to make you fleece the poor of what little they had saved up to pay for their move into private clinics, where citizens can have medical 
think about. own health care. treatments performed without having to associate with any 
Prediction 1) The U.S. population continues to skyrocket Those few who try to ascend the ladder the hard way will diseased liberals. 
and is estimated to be somewhere around 280 million by the find Sally Struthers far lacking in any accredited degrees. Prediction 9) All liberals will be required to wear a tattoo 
tum of the century. That's a lot of people to hold in one tiny Perhaps there will be a large need for people skilled in flower on their arm withabarcodeonit. There will be liberal drinking 
continent like this. Of course, given that the Republicans arranging. That I cannot see. fountains, liberal restaurants and all liberals will be required to 
~~'tb~~~~~~~Coo~~~~~M ------~--------------------- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~and 
40 years, I imagine that would explain the massive Marriages and divorces will-continue to threatening the moral purity of the good conserva-
population growth. tive population. 
After all, in 10 years, with the destruction of the fa/J aS COUp/es find that they can 5aVe by Prediction 10) The Roman Catholic Church 
welfare system and women dying in back alleys all ski,nningpaSt the maniage/diVOrGe paf1 andtheSouthernBaptistswilluniteundertheirnew 
across tt · nation because of illegal abortions, we'll /'"'/'"'' messiah, Pat Robertson. Robertson tells of a time 
finally have this population thing under control. Hon- and rirtht into rh Isfunctional fami/v when all good, God-fearing conservatives will be 
estly, withallthisaidwe'regivingtopeoplewhocan't . ::lj uy. J• released from the yoke of free speech and loose 
feed themselves, why not just let them die and put them out ot · 
our misery? (Hail Newt!) -
Just ship the kids off to orphanages and when they turn 18, 
ship the men off into the army and the women into the 
kitchens! On a sadder note, though, I qon' t think the poor 
Giraffes will have a long life expectancy in the next 10 years ... 
Prediction 2) Marriages and divorces will continue to fall, 
as more practical couples find that they can save at least a few 
hundred dollars by skipping past the marriage/divorce part 
and right into dysfunctional family. Single parent households 
will continue to boom, as mothers actually find out they can 
survive without a man to go kill something to eat. The 
cessation of government assistance programs, though, will 
cause many of Qiese children to be placed in orphanages to be 
trained as "great and mighty warriors." 











Prediction 4 ) The budget deficit will continue to fall, 
eventually working into a budget credit, whereby Congress-
men can purchase plane tickets, hotel rooms and other politi-
cians, simply charging it all to the government. The only 
government spending will be to keep the Congressmen gloated 
by feeding them $5000-plate dinners to raise money. This, of 
course, is for their Contract with America in which Lord Newt 
proclaims that all who do not espouse the conservative ethic 
are "a disease upon the face of this great nation" and should be 
exterminated. fie will appoint Paul Hill, just recently granted 
a government reprieve, as Director of Liberal Cleansing. 
Prediction 5) The rich will get richer, and the poor will die 
in the streets. 
Prediction 6) Violent crime will continue to rise, until the 
government can no longer handle the burden oflegal prosecu-
tion. New laws are passed, allowing citizens to enforce their 
'f-·~ 
morals. 
Prediction 11) Rush Limbaugh will continue to talk on the 
radio and TV, as his followers become more obsessed with 
how he thinks. Eventually, they will call him GodRush and 
make daily sacrifices of virgin liberals to him. 
Prediction 12) TV will undergo a radical change as 
producers find out that 90 percent of all TV shows and movies 
can be edited into 5 second clips. These clips are interspersed 
with coII1Il1ercials and sent out over 379 channels, 24 hours a 
day. The American public drools as they stare blankly at the 
flickering screen. 
Prediction 13) Thanks to ~e cutting of funding for the 
. National Endowment for the Arts, art is declared as "contributing 
to the delinquency of a conservative" and banned in public places. 
Well, you 're doing good if you made it this far, and I hope I've 
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student The Key WesJ. Rum co. Restau-
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218 rant is taking Apps. for all 
First meeting Jan. 10, 1995 positions. Across from the Bubble 
,__ ___ A_l_I W_e_lc_o_m_e_t ___ -; Room, Maitland. Apply in person. 
UCF MOO DUK TAE KWON 
DO CLUB 
Co-ed beginners class now form-
ing. (No exp. necessary) Mon. & 
PfT JOB OF THE GODS 
teachers needed for best SAT 
prep courses on the planet. $12/ 
hr. Call 647-6010 
Wed. , 8-10 PM, in Ed Bldgs Multi 1----------------1 
Purpose Rm (at end of hall, left of 
main gym) Call 282-5578 or 380-
0227, Lv. Msg. ART, SPORT, 
SELF-DEFENSE 
WESLEY FOUNDATION 
United Methodist Campus 
Ministry 
Student Center Room 206, 
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM, 
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group, 
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study 
opportunities and much more. 
Steve Binkley, Director 
Call 823-5335 for information. 
All Welcome! 
UCF DIVE CLUB-WELCOMING 
NEW MEMBERS 
Meeting Mon. 1/23, 5-7 PM in 
SC 214. Refreshments provided. 
Ft. Lauderdale SAT. 1/28. 2 
Tank Dive = $25 + tax. Call 382-
8007! 
F/M wanted to share 4/3 
home with career mother of 
one 11 yr. old son. Conway 
area, Aprox. 8 miles, includes 
pool, tennis, laundry & util. 
References req. $350/mo. + 
dep. Kandy 275-3593 
Female to share 212, $300/mo 
+ 1/2 util, includes pool, tennis, 
laundry and fitness facilities. 
671-2417 
M/F, N/S, 2 roommates 
needed ASAP to share nice 3/2 
house. Clean, 1 O min from 
UCF, $220 + 1/3 util. Suzanne 
699-0847 
2bd/2ba Apt. great location, walk 
to school, washer/dryer, ceiling 
fans, $475 mo. Call 654-1858, 
leave message 
1/2 or 3 bedroom on 10 acre 
Horse Ranch, near UCF. 365-
9815 or 281-8454 
Room for rent $130 mo + 
utilities. Kitchen use, AC, W/D 
365-5796 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND 
WORK 
Make up to $2,000 - $4,000 +/ 
mo. teaching basic conversa-
tional English in Japan, Taiwan, 
or S. Korea. No teaching 
background or Asian languages 
required. For information call: 
(206) 632-1146 ext. J54182 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING 
Earn up to $2,000+/mo. World 
travel. Seasonal & full-time_ ~ ' 
positions. No exp necessary. 
For info. call 1-206-634-046~ , 
ext. C54182 
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 
per week assembling products 
at hor:ne. No experience .. Info 
1-504-646-1700 DEPT. FL-307 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. 
Send SASE to P.O. Box 10075 
Olathe, KS 66051 
Appt. Setters - PfT Evenings, 
Winter Springs Office - Hourly 
Wage plus Bonus 699-9152 
STUDENTS 
Over 120 American manufactur-
ers need you to assemble prod-
ucts at home. Circuit boards, jew-
elry, holiday decorations, etc. 
Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part-
time and full- time. Experience 
unnecessary/will train. You're 
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For a FREE Ween singl.e please send this ad to: 
Elektra Ent./54.JO Fulton Ind. Blwil.4tlanla, GA 30336 
PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light, 
time, alarm clock. Only $10. 407-
834-5400 
Sony, Bmm with Steady Shot 
Remote, list $1100, sell $650, 6 
mos. old w/warranty, 277-5529 
Pioneer Home Stereo Re-
ceiver, 60 watt, dolby surround, 
$100 firm. Ryan 384-6384 
AUT06 
87 VW Cabriolet Convertible, 
5-sp, A/C, PS, PB, FM/Cass, 
Great Cond. $4300 OBO, 896-
6463 
· 83 Volvo - '240DL, 4 Dr, 
automatic, power steering/ 
brakes, A/C, radio, good cond. 
$2900, 869-6412 ly. msg. 
87 Honda Accord DX, 4Dr, 
automatic, power steering/ 
brakes, A/C, AM/FM cassette, 
$4500, 869-6412 Iv. msg. 
WANTED: Used Gold, will pay ' 
cash! INSTANT REPLAY 
JEWERL Y & PAWN 282-4263 
SPRING BREAK CRUISE!! 
Depart Tampa, March 11 for 6 
nights, Montego Bay, Grand 
Cayman, Key West, $469 pp.,. 
plus tax (407) 773-3801 
START YOUR OWN BUSI-
NESS 
A unique business opportunity 
for the aggressive, self-starter 
seeking to be his/her own 
entrepreneur. Call 277-2724, 
after 5:30 PM for details. 
PARTYING BECOMING A 
PROBLEM? 
There is a solution. The 
Breaking the Chain Group of 
Alcoholics Anonymous meets 
every Wed. at noon, UCF 
Student Center, Rm. 211 
Wanna be on MTV? 
Fim students seek band for 
collaboration on product for 
MTV's "BuzzClips". Shooting 
video in March. Send tapes & 
photos to C&J, P.O. Box 677146, 
Orlando, Fl. 32867. Deadline 
Feb. 6th. 
ACCOUNTING TUTOR 
CPA/Former College Instr. Call 
Loretta at 256-1140 
PURRFECT WORDS 
Quality typing and 
wordprocessing at reasonable 
prices. Located less than a mile 
from campus. Pick up and 
delivery. Term papers, resumes, 
reports, etc. Next day service 
available. Call Jeanine for all 
your typing needs. 365-4218 
January '31. 1995 
Word Processing 
Specializing in Resumes with 
cover letters. FAST 
679-4836 
WORDMASTERS 
Typing and Resume Service since 
1986 for all your student needs. 
IBM and laser equip. Sameday 
service avail. Call 277-9600 
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 
678-6735 







Laser print. IBM/Apple equip. 
Competitive rates. SW Orange 
City. 
Contact EMSl-DP Services 
876-0080 
A+ Typing & Word Processing 
Laser print. Professional results! 
Same day turn-around available! 
Close to UCFl Call 366-7123 
WORD PROCESSING 
by I. R. Broudy & Associates 
CAN'T MEET DEADLINE? 
Call for personalized and fast 
service 
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ACROSS 
1 Culture medium 
5 Harness 
racehorse 
10 A Crosby 
14 Easy gait 
15 Aroused 
16 PA port 
17 Golf baU holders 
18 Jacket feature 
19 Money penalty 
20 Run-of-the-mill 
22 Pencil end 
24 Location 
25 Go boating 
26Vial 
29 Lose track of 
33-Concur 
34 Hurtful spots 
35 Male turkey 
36 Santa's vehicle 
37 Took notice of 
38 Desk item 
39-0olong 
40 Oak se·ed 
41 Tilt 
42 Cost quotation 
44 Shiny 
45 Cozy places 




54 lsr. dance 
55 Awkward 
57 Language: abbr. 
58 Egg-shaped 
. 59 Ghostly 






1 Choir voice 41 Opening for 
· 2 One on the coins 
move 43 Perfect images 
3 Copied 44 Frameworks of 
4 Fought against latticed bars 
5 Roof of the 46 Lukewarm 
mouth 4 7 Pork cut 
6 Cognizant 48 Amour 
7 Imitation 49 Asian country 
8 Piece (out) 50 Flowerless plan 
9 Freed 51 School on the 
10 Happen Thames 
11 Spring bloom 
12 Baseball team 52 -. avis 
13 Actor Will 53 Cabbage dish 
21 Afr. river 56 Maiden name 
23 Shreds word 
25 Lorelei 
26 Stitch loosely 
27 Stares at 
28 Give medical 
aid 
29 Watered silk 
30 Supporter of the 
heavens 
31 Pocket money 
32 Void 
34 Blemishes 
37 Not as plentiful 
38 Apparel 
40 So be it! 
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Wanted! 
Wrecked/Junk · 
Cars, Trucks, Jeeras, Vans 
(Free Towing is avai able) 
Out of State Titles Welcome! 
Call: 658-7999 
(8a.m. - 8p.m.) 
Hewlett-Packard 
• Full line of 









• HP 48GX Graphic 
Expandable 
The best calculator for ~1~~.;;~-~ 
your education and your :,: : 1: ~ : 
career - 128KB of RAM - • - 0 
built in, plus expandability. · ~Q !JJ~ ~ ~ I~~ -Kf•t1~ 
•HP 48G Graphic . l5=-=::Jt 
" 32-KB RAM built in. rf;;,m HEWLETT 
All .HP 48GX features L.np__. PACKARD 
included except plug-in option. 
Call Don O'Rourke NOW! at 
INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer 
898-0081 - 2916 Corrine Drive - by the navy base 
Student Bargains 
Save more. It's been rented before. 
Sleeper & Chair Sets ......... from $199.99 
5-Pc. Dinette Sets .............. from $99.99 
3-Pc. Occational Tables ..... from $59.99 
Full Bed Sets .................. ~ ... from $59.99-
Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name 
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings. 
1920 Semoran Boulevard 
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm 
Sat. 1 Oam-5pm 
·.roRT·· 
- ~ITURE RENTAL 
CLEARANCE CENTER 
take Kaplan and get 
a higher score ... 
Feb.4 Feb.8 
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find .out why. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 
F-10 Jan. 31. 1995 
SoQy reveals DVD; O.J. trial delayed 




president N orio Ohga revealed last 
week that the digital videodisc 
(DVD) format proposed by Sony 
and Philips Electronics will re-
quire a plastic housing or "caddy," 
much like computer discs require. 
Previous statements by 
Sony-Philips did not mention a 
disc enclosure. ' 
In addition, Ohga said 
Disney Studios, with its domi-
nance in the home-video market, 
would be key to Sony's effort to 
outmaneuver rivals Toshiba-Time 
W arner-Matsushitain the struggle 
to set a worldwide DVD standard. 
"It is dangerous to choose 
(a format) without hearing from 
Disney," said Ohga at a Thursday 
press conference. 
While Disney is fence-sit-
ting publicly, sources say that 
Robert Lambert, Disney's VP of 
new technology, is in Tokyo and 
industry speculation is that Lam-
bert, who served as co-chair of the 
ad hoc studio DVD advisory _com-
mittee, may be conferring with 
Sony. Lambert's office declined 
comment. 
The issue of the caddy is 
· t,\ 
important, industry experts said, 
as it would add 60 cents to 70 
cents to the manufacturing cost of 
the DVD, which is designed to 
hold full-length -movies and is 
expected to supersede the VHS 
videocassette. · 
The TW-Toshiba group said 
their disc is loadable directly into 
players, much like audio CDs. 
Simpson Judge Denies 
Tria~ Delay But Slams 
Defense 
Reuters 
LOS ANGELES - The O.J. 
Simpson trial judge refused Mon-
day to delay _the stop-and-start pro-
ceeding any· further and slammed 
the defense for keeping the names 
of key witnesses secret until its 
opening statement last week. 
Judge Lance Ito denied a 
prosecution motion to delay the 
trial by 30 days but cautioned the 
jury to disregard defense mention 
of six witnesses in its opening 
statement, including a woman who 
said she saw four men running 
from the vicinty ·of the scene of 
the murder of Simps<?n's ex-wife 
and her friend Ronald Goldman. 
The prosec~tion has at-
tacked the credibility of the 
woman, Mary Anne Gerchas, say-
_,,,,,,." ""-- -· .,. 
L:~~···;1~~ U S M . ~  . . ar1nes 
- are looking for qualified 
female applicants for their pilot 
program. To see if you qualify 
for one of the many Marine 
Corps programs, call 
Captain Steve Merchant at 
1-800-432-2061. -
~ The Few. The Proud. The Marines. 
ing she has a history of passing 
bad checks. Ito said the defense 
can present its new witnesses when 
it starts its case after prosecutors 
end theirs. 
But the judge said the new 
witnesses can only be mentioned 
by the defense after it presented 
its other, properly disclosed wit-
nesses, and prosecutors have had 
a chance to investigate the new 
witnesses. 
In his written ruling, Ito said 
lead defense attorney Johnnie 
Cochran violated the law by men-
tioning Gerchas and five other wit-
nesses - Michelle Abudrahm, 
Mark Partridge, Howard 
Weitzman, Skip Taft and Chris-
tian Reichardt. 
Taft and Weitzman are law-
yers who have worked for 
Simpson, Partridge is a man who 
saw Simpson on an airplane com-
ing back from Chicago after the 
mµrders, Reichardt is a friend and 
Abudrahm is a maid who says.she 
was once s1apped by Nicole 
Simpson. 
California law requires both 
sides in a case make timely disc1o-
sures of their witnesses and their 
statements. 
A~ the trial reconvened 
Monday, Simpson smiled to his 
daughter Arnelle as he took his 
seat at the defense table, showing 
no sign of stress. 
Cochran, despite the sanc-
tions imposed on him, implored 
the judge to let him finish his 
opening statement, saying he was 
not aware that Gerchas's state-
ment had not been turned over to 
the prosecution . 
Ito said Cochran made his 
]ate disclosure intentiona11y "for 
the purpose of gaining an unfair 
tactical advantage. " 
Ito also ruled that Cochran 
can complete his opening state-
ment and that the first witnesses 
in the case be called later in the 
day. 
The Monday morning hear-
ing continued in the heated atmo-
sphere left over from last week's 
hearings in which tempers flared 
between lawyers on both sides. 
The judge' s ruling left open 
the possibility that the prosecu-
tion could add to its opening state-
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This AFC fan is tired of the Bowl Boxing promoter loses $7,000 
NA Tll/NAL E>£A T 
by Jason Swancey 
T he San Francisco 49'ers blew out the San Diego Charg-
ers 49-26 in Super , Bewl XXIX, 
which is likely to be the quickest 
forgotten Super Bowl in the his-
tory of the lopsided post season 
. affair. 
The AFC sacrificial lambs 
did their job for the 11th consecu-
tive bowl: they lost and Jost con-
vincingly. As a matter of fact, the 
previous I 0 bowls were won by 
the NFC by an average of 22 
points. Disgustingly enough, the 
Niners were 18-point favorites, 
largest in Super Bowl history, and 
they still covered the spread with 
ease. 
It was nice of Chris Berman 
to point out to Joe Theisman at the 
Super Bowl pre-game show that 
he was the last NFC dork awful 
enough to actually bow down and 
succumb to the inferior confer-
ence. In the process, the Niners 
entered the record books by be-
coming the first team to win five 
Super Bowl Championships. But 
no one really cares. 
Before all you winy-butt 
Pittsburgh Steelers fans start run-
ning you~ big Bi11 Cowher-like 
yap, just shut the hell up because 
your team would have lost by 30 . 
Jerry Rice could have finally ex-
posed Rod Woodson for the over-
rated fraud that he is. Believe me, 
Ricky Watters would have bounced 
off the tackles of Darren Perry and 
Carnell Lake just as easy as he 
bounced off of Stanley Richards. 
Hell, the Steelers couldn't even beat 
the Chargers at home - enough 
said! 
But thank God it wasn't the 
Buffalo Bills again, because I was 
really getting tired of seeing Jim 
Kelly's fat sour puss mug shedding 
post-blowout tears. I was also sick 
of watching Thurman Thomas have 
a great season, talking to the media 
about how he's one of the top backs 
in the league during bowl week. 
Then he goes and has 13 rushing 
yards in the big game. It was, in a 
sense, refreshing to see a new AFC 
representative get stomped. 
I'm also sick of Carmen 
Policy and George Seifert putting 
together all-star teams out there on 
the left coast. Sure, they got rid of a 
lot of quality players like Guy 
Mcintyre, Torn Rathman and Don 
Griffin. But, then they go out and 
scout the Pro Bowl to get 12 free 
agents like ~n Norton, Jr., Deion 
Sanders, Ricky Jackson, Richard 
Dentand Tim Harris. It's simply not 
fair to the rest of the league. But I'll 
give them credit. They did draft 
Dana Stubblefield, Bryant Young 
and William "Bar None" Floyd. 
Now, people are suggesting a 
seeding syste~ for the NFL, in which 
tqe AFC no longer has to be annu-
ally embarrassed. The Cowboys and 
Niners would have probably been 
one and two and would have met in 
the XXIX under this new system. 
Theonlyfairandentertaining 
game would be the Niners offense 
against the Niners defense; we all 
want to see the Jerry Rice versus 
Deion Sanders again. But wait, we 
already have a game featuring their 
offense versus defense, it's called 
the NFL Pro Bowl. 
Hopefully, Jerry Rice will re-
tire and Deion Sandres will move to 
the Miami Dolphins. Then the rest 
of the Niners secondary could go 
back to being mediocre. With Sand-
ers gone, Myrton Hanks is average 
and Eric Davis is toast, again. 
Break up the dynasty, 
PLEASE! And one last thing -
GO BROWNS! 
SLUG, from page 12 wrestling for the last 20 years." 
Despite all of the excite-
that night, but it was to no avail ment, the event did not draw the 
- once the smoke cleared, the 3,000-4,000 spectators as ex-
firefighters were victorious. pected. That, coupled with the high 
The most skilled fighter in costs of putting on the event, hurt 
the whole event was Rudy the charities the most, which the 
Johnson, fighting for the event was supposed to benefit. 
firefighters at a chiseled 195 "I'm used to drawing big 
pounds. crowds, and I was very disap-
Despite his extensive ath- pointed with this one," Foyer said. 
letic background, Johnson, like "The UCF Arena - I know they 
all of the fighters, realized that have to cover their costs, but they 
boxing is probably one of the have a white elephant out 
toughest sports. there ... the costs are just prohibi-
"lt was more than I ex- tive." 
pected," Johnson said. "That's the The event itself cost about 
most strenuous sport that I ever $11,000 to put on, and Foyer fig-
participated in. That's saying a ures he will have to absorb a loss 
lot because I've. participated in of about $7,000. 
We're looking for writers to help cover the upcoming 
baseball season. Interested? Call Jason 823-8054. 
Any nurse who just wan~s a job can ,.-~--- with your level of experience. As 
find one. But if you're a nurs-
ing student who wants to be in'. 
~~~~~$-;:r.an Army officer, you'll command the 
command of your own career, consider 
the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as 
a competent professional, given your own 
patients and responsibilities commensurate 
respect you deserve. And with the added 
benefits only: the A:rmy can offer-a $5000 
signing bonus, housing allowances and 4 
weeks paid vacati9n-you'll be well in com-
mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY 
ARMY HURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
~ -Challenge & Change Wo.rkshop- ~ 










Saturday~ February 1 t, 1.9.95 
at the University of Central Florid~ 
Student Center Auditorium 
Registration & Introductions 
Student Center Auditorium 
Why Volunteer? & Ways to Volunteer 
Volunteer UCF & Florida's Office for Campus Volunteers 
Student Center Auditorium 
Session 1: (choose 11 
+Children/Youth 
Lisa Portelli 
Coalition for the Homeless 
Student Center 211 
Session 2: (choose 11 
+Elderly 
Marie Reyes 
Visiting Nurse Association 
Student Center 211 
+The Arts 
Lora Doncsecz 
Orlando Shakespeare Festival 
Student Center 214 
+Animals 
Susan Buser 
Orlando Humane Society 





Session 3: (choose 1) 
+Literacy 
,Joyce Whidden 
Adult Literacy League 
Student Center 211 
+Hunger 
Amy Killgallon 
Second Harvest Food Bank 
Student Center 214 
Service Learning-How to Get Course Credit for Volunteering 
Student Center Auditorium 
Session 4: !choose 11 
+Homelessness 
Mariana Loboguerrero 
Habitat for Humanity 
Student Center 211 
+Education 
Glenda Anderson 
Orange County Public Schools 
Student Center 214 
Closing: Evaluations, Question & Answers, Volunteer Sign·Up 
Volunteer UCF & Florida's Office for Campus Volunteers 
Student Center Auditorium 
. ' 
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:50pm ~::~1 Centei Aud~orium 
0 
• • 
Call Volunteer UCF at 823· 3318 for more information 
• • • • • 
• 
• • .--------------------------------------------------. 
: ~Registration Form--Please Register by February 6, 1995 • • 
: Return to Volunteer UCF, P.O. Box 163240, _0rlando, FL 32816-3240 or the Student Center Front Desk: 
: Name Phone Number _· ____________ _ 
: Address 
: Major Year 
: Club/Organization --------------
UCF Student (Free) 
Non-UCF Student ($5) ____ _ 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • . 
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
In case you were not one 
of the 750 million people world 
wide that tuned into the Super 
Bowl, then you can find out 
what happened by reading here. 
Chances ate though, if you did 
not watch the Super Bowl, you 
probably won't be reading this 
column anyway. 
Many sports casters and 
writers (probably to help rat-
ings or something) tried for two 
weeks to convince the public 
that the San Diego Chargers had 
a real shot at a Super Bowl win 
and not to count them out. But 
all the hype was for not, as the 
Chargers found themselves 
down 14-0early in the first quar-
ter. The odds makers had the 
San Francisco 49'ers favored 
by as much as 21 points, and the 
Niners did not disappoint, win-
ning by 23. The final outcome 
was 49-26 but could have been 
much worse. 
Steve Young finally 
stepped from behind the shadow 
of Joe Montana and became his 
own man by winning the "Big 
One." Young broke a previous 
record set by Joe Montana for 
touchdowns in a Super Bowl, 
throwing six strikes to the EZ. · 
But for the 49'ers, it could be a 
short-lived dream as the team 
risks losing their offensive co-
ordinator and other assistants to 
head coaching jobs elsewhere 
in the league. Also, Deion Sand-
ers may be off to Miami. San 
Diego, however, has a lot to be 
proud of, because n9 one even 
gave them a second look - and 
they made it to the Super Bowl. 
The Magic were able to 
extend their ~ome winning 
streak to 24 last week without 
the aid of some of their top 
stars. Last Thursday against the 
Chicago Bulls, Horace grant 
missed the game with a sprained 
knee, but the Magic pulled out a 
gut-checking, come-from-be-
hind win. Saturday against the 
Milwaukee Bucks, Shaquille 
O'Neal did not dress because of 
a foot laceration. He cut his foot 
on a broken glass at his home. 
The Magic were able to win, 
· though, led by 27 points from I 
Dennis Scott. Next up for the 
Magic is the biggest test of their 
home winning streak. The Se- 1 
attle Supersonics come to the 
, 0-rena Thursday night. 
Over the weekend in NHL 
action, the Florida Panthers and 
, the Tampa Bay Lightning both 
picked up wins. The Panthers 
improved to 2-3 with a win over 
the Hartford Whalers. The 
Lightning did the same with a 
victory over the New York Is-
landers. 
The UCF men's basket-
ball team picked up yet another 
loss on the season, going down 
to the ColJege of Charleston, 
82-70. UCF felJ to 6-11 overall 
and 3-5 in the T AAC. 
photo/SOIARES 
Under the guidance of head coach Kirk Speraw, point guard 
Patrick Butts has become an extra coach on the floor. 
Come tournament time, his veteran leadership will be a plus. 
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conference loss 
oUCF picks up a 
win over Georgia 
State, then turns 
right around and 
stumbles over 
Charleston. 
by MIKE WIDTE 
Staff writer 
After destroying the Geor-
gia State Panthers, 93-77, the UCF 
Golden Knights appeared ready to 
climb out of their slumber Thurs-
day night and take their rightful 
place among the top teams in the 
Trans-America Athletic Confer-
ence. 
But their momentum was 
thwarted Saturday night by the 
CollegeofCharleston, who soundly 
defeated the Golden Knights, 82-
70. 
"As a team, we're not peak-
. ing right now, which hopefully 
means we' II be peaking come tour-
nament time," point guard Patrick 
Butts said. 
The Golden Knights shot just 
43 percent from the field and were 
out-rebounded 38-31. Charleston, 
though, shot 57 percent from the 
field and was an efficient five of 
eight from beyond the arc. 
Forward Ochiel Swaby led 
the Golden Knights in scoring with 
17points.Buttshad 16pointswhile 
Charleston's Patrick King Jed both 
teams with 23 points. 
Despite the loss, the Golden 
Knights are not out of the running 
in the TAAC. 
UCF is ·3-5 in the confer-
ence, and many of their losses have 
been close g;imes that could have 
gone either way. The TAAC tour-
nament will once again be played at 
the UCF Arena in March. 
"We're in these games until 
the end, and I think that says a lot 
about the character of this team," 
Butts commented. "We're coming 
together for a half. We just can' t 
seem to put two solid halves to-
gether." 
The Golden Knights played 
their newest conference competi-
tion, the Campbell Camels, Mon-
day night on the road. However, 
scores were not available at press 
time. 
Tie-breaking bout highlights Friday's slugfest 
D Poor turnout does 
little to increase 
UCF's chances of 
ever hosting boxing 
again in the Arena. 
by JUSTIN DELIAS 
Assistant sports editor 
If you were not at the UCF 
Arena last Friday night, you 
missed one exciting evening of 
watching big, burly firefighters 
beat up on big, burly cops. 
There was an air of excite-
ment in the arena that could only 
be matched by a steel cage World 
Wrestling Federation tag team 
event. The fans showed a lot of 
support for the fighters, who gave 
it their all. Promoter Kent Foyer 
was pleased with the competitive-
ness of all the matches. 
"There were some good 
fights," Foyer said. "They were 
evenly matched, and nobody got 
hurt. There was plenty of excite-
ment, and everybody had a good 
time." 
After I 0 grueling bouts, the 
cops vs. firefightersissue was not 
resolved. Both camps were tied at 
the end of the 10 designated fights, 
so there was a one-round box-off. 
To the dismay of the police 
officers, the firefighters sent in 
their best fighter, Rudy Johnson, 
for the overtime bout. The cops 
answered by sending in a totally 
fresh fighter who had not fought 
... SLUG, page 1t 
photo/SOLARES 
Blows like these were rare at the UCF Arena Friday evening as the firefighters squared off 
aginst the cops in the ring. The charity event lost money due to a poor turnout. 
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